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Abstract—A multimode kinetic model for the development of damage under cyclic loading is proposed
to describe the development of fatigue failure process. To determine the coefficients of the kinetic
damage equation, the well-known Smith–Watson–Topper (SWT) criterion of multiaxial fatigue frac-
ture is used. On this basis, a procedure for calculating the kinetic equation coefficients for various
modes of fatigue failure from low-cycle to very-high-cycle fatigue is proposed. A uniform numerical
method is developed and examples of calculating the development of crack-like zones of damage and
fatigue fracture of samples containing various defects for different cyclic loading modes are presented.
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INTRODUCTION
Two main problems of the theory of fatigue failure exist: determining the local zone and the number of

loading cycles to the generation of fatigue cracks, as well as determining the rate and direction of their
development before their coming to at the surface of a sample or a structural element and final macrofail-
ure.

The main approaches to solve these problems in the case of multiaxial cyclic loading are related with
tests of samples, generalization of laws established for uniaxial loadings and described by the fatigue S–N
Wohler-type curves and the Basquin-type relations [1].

A large number of criteria (stress-based criteria) are based on the direct generalization of S–N curves
constructed from the results of fatigue tests and divided into two large groups. The first group contains the
criteria including the amplitudes of invariant characteristics of the stress state in the loading cycle: octa-
hedral stresses, principal stresses, etc. [2, 3], and the second group contains those criteria which consider
the values of amplitudes of tangent and/or normal stresses at the so-called critical plane [4–9]. Usually,
this plane is determined from the maximum condition of amplitudes of tangent, normal stresses, or their
certain combination over elementary areas of all-possible orientations. The surveys on this topic are pre-
sented in works [10–13].

Two approaches to study the development processes of fatigue damage zones also exist. The first one
is based on classical concepts of the fracture mechanics and associates the development conditions of
fatigue cracks at an increasing number of cycles and amplitudes of the stress intensity factors at the tip of
the crack. The main equation was proposed by Paris [14] and many modifications exist [15, 16].

The second approach utilizes the ideas of the theory of damage which dates back to works [17, 18] and
afterwards developed in [19, 20]. It was applied in [21–23] in application to the problems of cyclic loading
and fatigue failure.

In the current work, we propose the multimode model of fatigue damage development based on the
evolutionary equation for the damage function. The model parameters are determined for various modes
of fatigue damage: low-cycle fatigue (LCF), high-cycle fatigue (HCF), and the very-high-cycle fatigue
(VHCF) corresponding to high-frequency low-amplitude loading.
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Fig. 1.
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To separate different modes of fatigue damage, we use the scheme of multimode amplitude fatigue
curve presented in Fig. 1. Until the value N ~ 103, the mode of repeated static loading is realized with the
amplitude close to the static ultimate strength σB. Then, the left branch of the bimodal fatigue curve (the
Wohler curve) describes the modes of LCF and HCF until N ~ 107 and the amplitude values near the
fatigue strength σf. After that, the zone of change begins in the fracture mechanisms and further fall of
fatigue strength starting from values N ~ 108 until the new limiting value  according to the right branch
of bimodal fatigue S–N curve. This branch describes the VHCF mode [24].

Note that the ideas about explicit separation of the classical Wohler branch into two more parts, LCF
and HCF, are being developed today. The boundary of this transition region is determined not by the value
N, but by the value of the loading amplitude equal to the yield strength of material σy [25], because the
physical mechanism of fatigue failure also changes at this transition.

The boundary of repeated static range N ~ 103 is rather conventional. It is refined in modern studies
[25] in dependence on the strength and plastic characteristics of material.

Nevertheless, in the current work we keep the presentation of the proposed model for damage devel-
opment based on the above discussed scheme.

To make the model consistent with the well-known criteria of multiaxial fatigue failure, we chose the
stress-based criterion which describes the fatigue failure related with development of normal opening
microcracks. This criterion is the modified Smith–Watson–Topper (SWT) criterion [26, 27], where the
dominating role in fatigue damage development is played by amplitudes of maximal tensile stresses. In the
original presentation, this and similar stress-based criteria were already applied for describing LCF and
HCF modes. An approach was proposed in [24] for generalizing multiaxial failure criteria in describing
right branches of fatigue curves in the VHCF mode; this approach uses the reference points of each branch
and the inverse power dependence on the number of cycles N to arrive at the asymptote of the fatigue limit.
In the current work, we also use this analytical approach to generalize the SWT criterion to the VHCF
case.

1. KINETIC EQUATION FOR DAMAGE IN THE LCF–HCF MODE
1.1. The criterion of multiaxial fatigue failure in the LCF–HCF mode with development of microc-

racks of normal opening (stress-based SWT) corresponding to the left branch of the bimodal fatigue curve
(Fig. 1) has the form

(1.1)

where  is the largest principal stress,  is the spread of the largest principal stress in a cycle, and 
is its amplitude. From the condition of repeated static failure until the values N ~ 103 using technique [13],
we may obtain that . According to the chosen failure criterion, only the tensile
stresses are involved; therefore, this criterion includes the value , where σB is the
static ultimate tensile strength of material, σf is the classical fatigue strength of material at reverse cycle
(the coefficient of cycle asymmetry is ), βLH is the exponent of the left branch of the
bimodal fatigue curve, and  is the Heaviside function.
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From the condition of fatigue failure, we obtain the number of cycles to failure at homogeneous stress
state,

(1.2)

1.2. To describe development of fatigue damage in the LCF–HCF mode, we introduce the damage
function , which describes the process of gradual cyclic (fatigue) destruction of material. At
ψ = 1, a material particle is regarded as completely destructed. Its Lamé moduli become equal zero.
The damage function  in dependence on the number of loading cycles  for the LCF–HCF mode is
described by the kinetic equation

where α and  are the model parameters determining the rate of development of fatigue damage.
The choice of the denominator in this two-parametric equation prescribes the infinitely large growth rate
of the zone of complete destruction at  and is caused by the known experimental data on the kinetic
growth curves of fatigue cracks, which have the vertical asymptote and reflect the fact of their explosive,
uncontrolled growth at the last stage of macrofailure.

The similar equation for the damage was considered earlier [21, 22]; its multiple parameters and coef-
ficients were determined indirectly by the results of uniaxial fatigue tests. We determine the coefficient

 by the procedure explicitly associated with the following chosen criterion of multiaxial fatigue failure.
By integrating the equation for the damage at uniaxial stress state

we determine the number of cycles to complete failure NLH at 

(1.3)

We equate the values NLH from the failure criterion (1.2) and from the solution to damage Eq. (1.3) and
obtain the expression for the coefficient 

where the value  is determined by the chosen mechanism of fatigue failure and by the corresponding
multiaxial criterion (1.1).

2. KINETIC DAMAGE EQUATION FOR THE VHCF MODE
2.1. The criterion of multiaxial fatigue failure in the VHCF mode corresponding to the right branch of

the bimodal fatigue curve in Fig. 2 (the generalized stress-based SWT) has the form

(2.1)

where, using the similarity condition of reference points for the left and right branches of the bimodal
fatigue curve [24], we may obtain the formula .

From the criterion of fatigue failure, we obtain the number of cycles to failure at uniaxial stress state

(2.2)

Here,  is the fatigue strength of material at reverse cycle for the VHCF mode and  is the exponent
of the left branch of the bimodal fatigue curve.

2.2. Similarly to Sect. 1.4 for the VHCF mode, we may determine the coefficient in the damage evo-
lutionary equation

Similarly to Eq. (1.3), we have

(2.3)
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Fig. 2. (a) VHCF mode:  MPa, , , and  and (b) HCF mode:
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We equate the values  from the failure criterion (2.2) and from the solution to damage Eq. (2.3)
and obtain the expression for the coefficient  in the damage equation

where the value σVH is determined by the chosen mechanism of fatigue failure and by the corresponding
multiaxial criterion (2.1).

Behavior of the damaged material is described by the degradation equations of its elasticity moduli
 and . The material becomes completely destructed and its elasticity

moduli vanish when the damage function  reaches the value 1.

3. CONDITION FOR SWITCHING MODES OF FATIGUE DAMAGE ACCUMULATION
The transition point from the left branch of the fatigue curve to the right branch at which the mecha-

nism of fatigue failure is changed occurs slightly above the fatigue strength σf (Fig. 1) and is determined
by the value . To provide continuous matching of the left and right branch of the fatigue
curve, we need to fulfill the condition , which is equivalent to the equation for the value 

or

Considering the actual smallness of the correction term in the square brackets, we may set the correc-
tion value Δσ by the approximate formula

The corresponding approximate value  is determined by the value  =

 as expected.
Using the obtained refined estimates for the transition point between the two branches of the fatigue

curve, we obtain the final formulas for the ranges and coefficients of the kinetic damage equations.

For the LCF–HCF mode at  and 
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For the VHCF mode at 

At , there is no fatigue failure whereas at , it happens immediately.

4. ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING FATIGUE DAMAGE
The numerical procedure to solve the differential equation for the damage function consists of the fol-

lowing stages. At the first stage, we compute the stress state of the material’s elastic sample in a single load-
ing cycle.

To compute the loading cycle of a deformed sample with defects, we used the Astra software package
using the highly economical matrix-less variant of FEM [28] and supplemented by the code for computing
the fatigue damage equation and the variation in the elasticity moduli.

Earlier, this FEM variant was applied for developing direct computation methods of the processes of
dynamic fracture [29, 30]. In [31], this method was used in constructing the solution algorithms to contact
problems. In [32], it was applied for solving the problems of compaction and sintering of samples under
quasi-static or nonstationary (non-cycle) loadings.

To integrate the equation , , we approximated the damage func-
tion in the kth node of the computation mesh at the given discrete values of  at the instances Nn and the
sought values of  at the instances .

Note that, near the state of complete failure at , the denominator of the kinetic equation
becomes arbitrarily small and the equation becomes stiff; therefore, the usual explicit methods of its
numerical solution are inappropriate. In the numerical solution with the implicit schemes, the nonlinear
algebraic system appears in which the solution is demanding in the computation time and achievement of
the appropriate accuracy.

Therefore, we chose the following method for computing the damage. We noted that for the value
, we may obtain the explicit expression for  using the analytical integration of the

kinetic damage equation over the increment of the number of cycles. The kinetic equation becomes one-
parametric in this case, but keeps the desirable behavior peculiarities of the damage growth rate (the power
growth near zero given by the parameter  and the infinite growth at ).

Let us perform this integration:

We denote , , and  and obtain
the equation  and its admissible root  < 1. This implies the exact formula for
the damage at the increment of the number of cycles :

The increment value  is determined as follows.
Using the data of stress state computation, we compute the coefficient В for each node. To determine

the increment of the number of cycles, we choose the point with the most rapidly increasing damage func-
tion, that is, the point where  first increases by a prescribed value Δψ0. The sample is performed over

the points where . We determine the step value by
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The step value is limited by the given maximum . In the computations, we use the values
 and .

For each node, we consider its current level of damage and equivalent stress and obtain the new level
of damage with account for the computed increment .

The degradation of the damaged material was determined in our numerical computations by the rela-
tion  + 0.001), where  is the Young modulus at the (n + 1)th step in
loading cycles at a fixed value of the Poisson coefficient, H is the Heaviside function, and  is the
critical damage parameter at which material transits to the completely destructed state with near-zero
elasticity moduli. In the computations, we chose . The small value of the residual Young modulus
for completely destructed material, 0.001E, plays a role of regularizer and is introduced to keep the possi-
bility of continuous calculation for any damage state.

The computation ends when the region boundaries of completely destructed material emerge at the
surface of the sample (macrofailure) or when the evolution of this region terminates.

Using the multimode model and the developed numerical procedure, we solved the problems about
development of fatigue damage zones in the neighborhood of typical defects of material structure (micro-
cavities and differently oriented microcracks).

The proposed model and numerical method may be considered the development and generalization of
the previously developed algorithms for the direct calculation of the processes of dynamic fracture [29, 30]
to the case of cyclic loading and fatigue of materials.

5. CALCULATION EXAMPLES
We conducted the calculations of the cyclic loading of plates with defects for the coefficient of asym-

metry R = –1 (reverse cycle) with the formation of damage zones, appearance and development of crack-
like zones of complete destruction of material particles (quasi-cracks) until their emergence at the lateral
side of the plate (macrofailure).

The normal load is applied at the face ends and the lateral sides of the plate are stress-free. We consider
the plane stress state. The elastic, strength, and fatigue properties of the plate material (titanium alloy)
were taken from [21]:  MPa,  MPa,  MPa, , and .
The elasticity moduli of the undamaged alloy are  GPa and  GPa.

The exponent of the kinetic equation  must be determined during matching of results of computation
and fatigue experiments. For the numerical calculations in the damage equation, we took the average
value = 0.5, .

The plate dimensions are 40 × 40 mm. The horizontal central axis y = 0 and the vertical central axis
x = 0 of the plate are the axes of symmetry; therefore, the computation was performed for the domain
x > 0, y > 0. We considered the three types of defects in the middle of the plate: the circular hole with the
radius r = 1 mm, the narrow elliptic hole with the horizontal axis a = 1 mm and the vertical axis b = 0.2a,
and the narrow elliptic hole with the vertical axis b = 1 mm and the horizontal axis a = 0.2b. In Fig. 2, we
show the computation results for the circular hole. In this and subsequent figure, we present the contour
lines of the maximal principal stress around the quasi-crack at the instance when it passes approximately
a half of the distance to the lateral side. In the figure captions, we mention the number of cycles: Ni until
the initiation of failure, Nf until the macrofailure, and Nk for the position presented in the graph. We also
mention the maximal level of tensile stresses Р in the cycle of applied loads and the corresponding mode
of fatigue damage.

In Fig. 3, we show the computation results for the horizontally oriented narrow elliptic hole. In Fig. 4,
we show the results for the vertically oriented narrow elliptic hole.

Note that the number of cycles  corresponding to the level of advance of the crack-like zones of material
particle damage (quasi-cracks) approximately until the middle of the sample (Figs. 2–4) is rather close to the
number of cycles , which indicates the subsequent final high-speed process of macrofailure.

From the figure, we see that the close level of cyclic loads applied to samples with defects of different
types and orientation may lead to the sample fatigue macrofailure in completely different modes. For
instance, for the vertically oriented elliptic defect, at the level P = 264 MPa, we have the mode transition
to VHCF (Fig. 4a) with the lifetime . While for the horizontally oriented elliptic defect,

Δ maxN
Δψ =0 0.1 Δ = 5

max 10N

Δ nN

+ + += − ψ ψ − ψ1 1 1
0 0(1 )( ( )n n n

k k kE E H +1n
kE
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ψ =0 0.9

σ =UTS 1160 σ =f 337 σ =� f 250 β = 0.31LH β = 0.27VH

λ =0 77 μ =0 44
γ
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kN
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Fig. 3. (a) VHCF mode:  MPa, , , and  and (b) HCF mode:
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Fig. 4. (a) VHCF mode:  MPa, , , and  and (b) HCF mode:
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at considerably lower P = 180 MPa, macrofailure occurs by the HCF mechanism (Fig. 3b) with the life-
time .

Also, in the computation with multimode model, we revealed and modeled the effect observed in frac-
tographic studies of structural elements destructed at operation [33]. For a relatively low level of applied
loads, the initiation and the initial development of the fatigue damage zones follow the VHCF mechanism
because of internal defects. Furthermore, at the concentration and growth of stress levels near the front of
the propagating quasi-crack, a transition to another branch (LCF–HCF) of the fatigue curve occurs.
Here, the rate of the fatigue damage development changes dramatically.

The developed multimode model and numerical method allow performing the direct computation for the
development of fatigue damage and crack-like zones without explicit separation of cracks in their classical
sense, as well as estimating the lifetime of samples from the appearance of first nuclei to the macrofailure.

CONCLUSIONS
We proposed the multimode kinetic model of damage development at cyclic loading for describing the

process of fatigue fracture. To determine the coefficients of the kinetic damage equation, we used the well-

= × 61.057 10fN
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known SWT criterion of multiaxial fatigue fracture, where the mechanism related with development of
microcracks is embedded. On this basis, we proposed the procedure for computing the coefficients of the
kinetic equation for different modes of fatigue destruction: LCF–HCF and VHCF.

We developed the unified numerical method and provided computation examples of development of
crack-like damage zones and fatigue fracture of samples containing various defects for different modes of
cyclic loading from LCF to VHCF.
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